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PREFACE
This report is the second of two parts and completes
the documentation on NASA Grant NGR-19-001-015. It also
served as the PhD dissertation for Edwards Q. del Valle.
APPENDIX A
EXPLANATION OF THE COMPUTER IMPLEMENTED SOLUTIONS OF
THE ENERGY TRANSFER FOR DECOMPOSITION
IN-DEPTH OF PLASTIC ABLATORS
The ABLATIN1 and ABLATIN2 systems are general analyses
implemented in FORTRAN IV for studying the energy transfer
in the combined decomposition/char zone of a charring abla-
tor. Both of these analyses treat the decomposition of the
virgin material in the same fashion. Namely/ a pseudo-
order kinetic expression of the form of Equation (2-1) is
used to describe the decomposition process. These analyses
differ/ however/ in the way the chemical generation term is
calculated in the char zone. As was explained in Chapter
III, there are three chemically distinct flow conditions
that are considered, which are, frozen, equilibrium and non-
equilibrium flow. The ABLATIN1 analysis considers the
pyrolysis gases to be either frozen (not chemical reactions)
or, in chemical equilibrium. The frozen flow and equilibrium
flow cases give the lower and upper limits of the total ener-
gy transfer in the decomposition-char zone, respectively.
The ABLATIN2 analysis considers only the gases to be in che-
mical non-equilibrium: i.e., the rate of reaction is
described using finite rate chemistry. Both analyses re-
quire that the temperature, the heat flux and the composition
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of the pyrolysis gases be specified. Unfortunately, as was
said in Chapter III, the current state of the art precludes
prediction of the composition of the pyrolysis products from
a known combination of plastic composites and therefore it
was necessary to specify the pyrolysis gas composition. The
boundary conditions selected are written in Equation (3-27) .
Once the energy equation is solved, the momentum equa-
tion is solved by specifying the front surface pressure.
Because the pressure drop is small (rv/15 Ibs/ft^ ) , compared
to the total pressure (rv 2160 lbs/ft2) , the assumption of
constant pressure in the solution of the energy equation can
be considered valid and the equations can be uncoupled. In
both analyses the surface recession velocity is specified
and the mass flux of pyrolysis gases is calculated from
Equation (3-1). Furthermore, the analyses do not require
the arbitrary specification of a char thickness, which is
calculated.
The ABLATIN1 System
This analysis provides the lower and upper limits of
the total energy transfer in the combined decomposition-char
zone by considering the pyrolysis gases to be in frozen, or
in chemical equilibrium. This analysis consists of a MAIN
program and eleven subroutines. Two of these subroutines are
major subroutines in the sense that they control the flow of
information to other minor subroutines. A hierarchical
diagram of this is shown in Figure A-l. The two major sub-
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routines are INDPTH and CHEMEQ and their functions are
explained below. The MAIN program has direct access to three
other subroutines, which are, CPMIX, INTRPL, and CHARPR. An
explanation of each subroutine follows next.
INDPTHt This is one of the two major subroutines. In
it the physical properties of the virgin material as a func-
tion of temperature are calculated. The thermal conductivity
gradient is likewise calculated in this subroutine for use
in the general energy equation. In addition, the energy
absorbed (BTU/FT-^ -sec) due to the degradation of the plastic
composites is calculated using the information generated by
three minor subroutines, which are: PHMCR, NYLON, and
DNSITY. The functions of each one of these subroutines are
subsequently explained.
PHMCR: In this subroutine the heat absorbed by the
degradation of phenolic resin and phenolic-microballoons is
calculated based on the data of Sykes and Nelson (1). The
heat term has the units of BTU/lb of each composite.
NYLON; Similar in nature to PHMCR, this subroutine
calculates the heat absorbed (in BTU/lb) due to the degrada-
tion of nylon based also on the data of Sykes and Nelson (1).
DNSITY; This subroutine calculates the rate of density
change of each individual composite (i.e., nylon, phenolic
and phenolic-microballoons), which provides the information
required to compute the mass flux of pyrolysis gases. In
addition, this subroutine is used to control the Runge-Kutta
step size while the solution of the energy equation is
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inarching through the decomposition zone. The density
changed (in Ibs/ft^ -sec) calculated in this subroutine along
with the heat (in BTU/lb) calculated in PHMCR and NYLON are
used to generate the q(T) term (in BTU/ft -sec) in the
general energy equation. (See Equation (3-20)). The calcu-
lation of q(T) is performed in subroutine INDPTH.
The first four subroutines just described, PHMCR, NYLON,
INDPTH, and DNSITY, constitute the principal subroutines used
in describing the physico-chemical changes of the decomposi-
tion of nylon-phenolic resin composites. These four
subroutines are used when the numerical solution is marching
along the decomposition zone. When the decomposition of the
virgin material is complete, that is, the virgin material
has degraded to gases and char residue, the program has two
options. One is to describe the gases with a frozen flow
chemistry, in which case the composition of the gases stay
constant with temperature, or, to describe the gases with an
equilibrium chemistry, in which case the composition of the
gases change with temperature and are computed from thermo-
dynamic principles. Both options are explained below.
Frozen Flow Analyses; Under this option the energy
equation is solved assuming that there are no chemical
reactions taking place in the char zone and hence the chemi-
cal composition of the gas mixture does not change. This
method of analysis gives the lower bound of the energy ab-
sorbed within the char zone. It is the simplest, in terms of
numerical solution and the fastest to solve on a machine,
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requiring about one minute on an IBM 360/65 computer. Under
this option two subroutines are called, these are: CPMIX
and CHARPR. An explanation of their functions follows.
CPMIX; This subroutine is called by MAIN to calculate
the average heat capacity of a frozen flow mixture. This
subroutine is called at every new temperature generated by
the Runge-Kutta analysis. The heat capacity of each indivi-
dual specie is generated by an empirical fit which is read
in by MAIN. The thermodynamic data used is given in Appendix
C.
CHARPR; The data of Southern Research Institute (2) is
used in this subroutine to generate the thermal conductivity,
the thermal conductivity gradient and the heat capacity of
the char as a function of temperature. Unlike CPMIX, this
subroutine is also used by the chemical equilibrium analysis
option. The actual data used is presented in Appendix C.
Equilibrium Flow Analysis; This analysis is the second
option of the ABLATIN1 system to describe the chemistry in
the char zone. The primary difference with the frozen flow
analysis is that the equilibrium analysis accounts for con-
centration changes due to chemical reactions, which are as-
sumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. A free energy
minimization technique is used to compute the equilibrium
composition as a function of temperature. This technique was
developed in Chapter IV and the reader is referred to this
Chapter for further details. The Equilibrium Flow Analysis
uses in addition to CHARPR, five other subroutines which are;
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CHEMEQ, which minimizes the free energy; FRNGY/ which calcu-
lates the free energy function to be minimized; MATINV
which inverts the matrix and solves the simultaneous linear
equations; THERM1, whose primary function is to calculate
the heats of formation of the chemical species; and INTRPL
which is used to interpolate the values generated by CHEMEQ
and which are needed for the solution of the general energy
equation. A more complete explanation of the functions of
each subroutine follows next.
CHEMEQ: This is the other major subroutine. This sub-
routine is called by MAIN when the marching procedure is in
the char zone. In this subprogram the equilibrium composi-
tion of a multi-component, polyphase system is calculated
using free energy minimization technique, which has been
explained in Chapter IV. This subroutine is called once
throughout the analysis. The equilibrium compositions of
each individual species are computed and stored as functions
of temperature. In addition, the mass flux, the average mo-
lecular weight, the average heat capacity of the mixture and
the heat absorbed due to chemical reactions are also stored
as functions of temperature. All of these stored values are
later used to generate interpolated values needed in the
solution of the general energy equation.
To verify the calculations made by this program, several
literature examples were used for comparison and the reader
is referred to Chapter IV for these comparisons.
FRNRGY; This subroutine supplies the free energy func-
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tion to be minimized by CHEMEQ. This subroutine is called at
every temperature at which an equilibrium composition calcu-
lation is performed. In addition, the heat capacity of each
individual species is also calculated.
MATINV; This subroutine is a standard method for
solving a set of linear equations by inverting a non-singular
nxn matrix. The inversion is performed iteratively by
reducing the original matrix to an identity matrix by a
series of row operations„ The method is then repeated with
the resulting identity matrix. The IBM Share Library is the
source for this particular program (3). The simultaneous
solution of the linear equations (see Table 4-1) gives the
Lagrange multipliers which are used to generate the new
composition of the gases for the next iteration (see Equation
(4-32)). In addition, when there are solid species, the
solution of the linearized equations (see Table 4-1) results
in the explicit computation of the number of moles of these
species directly. This is not the case for the gas species.
THERM1; The calculation of the heat of formation and
the entropy of each chemical species is performed in this
subroutine. This subroutine is called by CHEMEQ after the
species compositions are calculated. The reference tempera-
ture used in the calculations is 298.16°K.
INTRPL; This is a general purpose Lagrangian interpola-
tion subprogram with non-equal step size between points.
This subprogram is used by MAIN to interpolate the stored
values generated by CHEMEQ. In addition, INTRPL is used in
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the solution of the uncoupled momentum equation to inter-
polate values generated during the solution of the energy
equation.
The five subroutines just mentioned in addition to
CHARPR, constitute the principal subroutines used in des-
cribing the physico-chemical changes which occur within the
char zone.
Next a brief description of MAIN (the main program)
follows. In it the calling sequence of the subroutines for
the chemical equilibrium analysis option and the frozen flow
analysis are explained.
MAIN; The main program solves the energy equation by
using a Runge-Kutta formulae of the form developed in
Chapter III. MAIN is assisted in the solution of the energy
equation by ten subroutines for the equilibrium analysis,
.and by two subroutines for frozen flow analysis. As was
explained, CHARPR is used by both analyses, so that the to-
tal number of subroutines is eleven. A block flow diagram
of the main program for the chemical equilibrium option is
shown in Figure A-2. After the data is read in and
variables are initialized MAIN proceeds to call subroutine
INDPTH to generate the physico-chemical properties for the
decomposition process. INDPTH interacts with PHMCR, NYLON
and DNSITY to obtain the mass flux, heat of reaction and
other variables as was previously explained. Once these
properties have been calculated MAIN proceeds to calculate














INDPTH: Calculates physical properties
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J Are INDPTH calcu-1
of virgin material. Controls flow of
information to three subroutines.t
































































































































This operation is repeated until the virgin material has been
totally degraded to gases and char. At this instance MAIN
calls CHEMEQ to generate the equilibrium composition of the
reacting gases, along with other needed information such as:
mass flux of the gases, average molecular weight, the
average heat capacity of the mixture and the heat absorbed
due to chemical reactions. Unlike subroutine INDPTH, which
was called at every new temperature, subroutine CHEMEQ is
called only once. This can be done because the equilibrium
composition is only a function of temperature and pressure.
Pressure is assumed constant through the analysis, and the
equilibrium composition, the mass flux, the average molecu-
lar weight, the average heat capacity of the mixture and the
heat absorbed due to chemical reactions are stored as func-
tions of temperature. Since every new temperature generated
by the Runge-Kutta analysis does not coincide with the
temperature of the stored information, an interpolation
scheme is necessary to generate these values at these inter-
mediate temperatures. This interpolation function is
performed by subroutine INTRPL. It was found by this author
that storing the equilibrium composition every 10°K was
sufficient to give accurate interpolated values at inter-
mediate temperature points. After the interpolation is
performed CHARPR is called to generate the physical proper-
ties for the char. A new temperature is then generated and
the procedure is repeated until the temperature of the char
reaches the sublimation temperature of carbon at the given
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pressure.
For frozen flow the numerical solution while in the
decomposition zone is the same. When the inarching solution
enters the char the primary difference is that CHEMEQ and
INTRPL subroutines are bypassed. Instead, MAIN calls CPMIX
to generate the heat capacity of the frozen flow mixture and
then proceeds to call CHARPR for the physical properties of
the char. A new temperature is generated as in the equili-
brium case and the process is repeated until the temperature
of the char reaches the sublimation temperature of carbon
at the given pressure.
Once the temperature profile is established, i.e., the
energy equation has been solved, the program proceeds to cal-
culate the pressure profile. More is said about the pressure
calculations after the description of the ABLATIN2 System
which follows below.
The ABLATIN2 System
This analysis is programmed exclusively for non-equili-
brium flow chemistry where the rate of reaction of each
species is described by finite rate chemistry. Compared to
the chemical equilibrium analysis, the non-equilibrium flow
analysis is easy to program. It takes three DO LOOPS and
about 20 FORTRAN statements to calculate the rate of reaction
of a chemical species which is simultaneously reacting in
more than one chemical reaction.
The computing time for the non-equilibrium analysis
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however, exceeds that of chemical equilibrium by a factor
of about 10. As was explained in Chapter V, this is due in
part to the stiffness of the general energy equation caused
by very fast chemical reactions taking place in the flow
field. This stiffness requires that the step size be of the
order of 10~7 to 10~8 feet to maintain numerical stability.
Because the step size was so small many operations had to be
made double precision to reduce round-off error. Operations
in double precision arithmetic also increased the computing
time.
In comparing Figure A-l and Figure A-3 it is seen that
the ABLATIN1 and ABLATIN2 systems use the same subroutines
to describe the decomposition process. These subroutines
are: INDPTH, PHMCR, NYLON and DNSITY. In addition, CHARPR
and INTRPL and the four previously mentioned subroutines
perform the same functions in both the ABLATIN1 and ABLATIN2
systems and will not be described again.
Non-Equilibrium Flow Analysis; The primary difference
between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium flow analyses is
the way the rate of production of chemical species is com-
puted. In the chemical equilibrium analysis the rate of
production of species, is computed from thermodynamic princi-
ples, while for non-equilibrium, finite rate chemistry is
used. The rate of reaction of each species is computed by
subroutine KINET. In the non-equilibrium flow analysis,
changes in the mole flux of each species with temperature
must be calculated as part of the Runge-Kutta analysis. That
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is, for each temperature generated in the Runge-Kutta
analysis, a corresponding set of concentrations must be cal-
culated. This requires that KINET be called by MAIN at every
new increment of temperature. This is necessary because the
concentration changes are not only functions of temperature
and pressure, but of composition as well. KINET in addition
calls two other subroutines, INPUT1 and THERM2 and their
functions are subsequently explained.
KINET; This subprogram is the counterpart of CHEMEQ.
In it the reaction rate of each species is computed using
finite rate data read in by INPUT1. The mole fraction, the
total mass flux, the average molecular weight, the heat ca-
pacity of the mixture and the heat absorbed due to chemical
reactions are also computed and stored for later use in the
calculations. In addition, this subroutine controls the
step size of the Runge-Kutta analysis to maintain stability.
For the CHEMEQ analysis the step size needed to maintain sta-
bility is of the order of 10""4 to 10"5 feet, while for KINET
a step size of the order of 10"7 to 10~8 feet is necessary to
maintain stability in regions where rapid chemical changes
are occurring.
INPUT1; This subroutine reads in the kinetic data
needed to compute finite rate chemistry.
THERM2; This subprogram is similar to THERM1 with the
difference that the heat capacity of each species is calcula-
ted in addition to the heats of formation. This subprogram is
called by KINET at every temperature.
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MAIN; The main program, of ABLATIN2 performs very
similar operations as that for the ABLATINl system. In
Figure A-4 a block flow diagram of the ABLATIN2 system is
given. The principal difference is that in ABLATINl, MAIN
calls CHEMEQ to generate the compositions of the species
while in this case KINET is called by MAIN. The rest of the
computations are the same as has been explained before.
Calculation of the Pressure Distribution
The pressure distribution through the char zone is
calculated by integrating Equation (3-13) using a Simpson's
rule integration. Since it was shown in Chapter III that
this equation could be uncoupled from the energy equation,
its solution is calculated after the temperature distribution
is known. Therefore, the integration method for this momen-
tum equation is the same for both the ABLATINl and ABLATIN2
system. Interpolation using subprogram INTRPL of both char
distance and collision integral as a function of the tempe-
rature distribution across the char is required. These
operations allow the calculation of the gas mixture viscocity
as a function of char distance. The pressure calculation
scheme used in this research was developed by April (4).
Simpson's Rule Integration Step; As discussed in
Chapter III, the Simpson's Rule formula is used to integrate
the pressure equation, Equation (3-13) . As with the Runge-
Kutta analysis it is necessary to select a step size that
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(4) made a study of several interval sizes and his results
are presented in Table A-l. As noted in this table, April
(4) found that the solution of the momentum equation becomes
stable with twenty integration steps.
Summary
In this appendix an introduction to the ABLATIN1 and
ABLATIN2 systems was given. The ABLATIN1 system was deve-
loped to compute the total energy absorbed in the combined
decomposition-char zone for a frozen and equilibrium flow
model. These two analyses gave the lower and upper limits
of the energy absorbed within the combined zones. The
ABLATIN2 analysis was developed exclusively for non-equili-
brium flow chemistry. This analysis was said to be more
time consuming on a computing machine, although it is simpler
to program than the other two models. The various functions
of each subprogram was explained in detail and block flow
diagrams for both the ABLATIN1 and ABLATIN2 systems were
given. Finally, a brief explanation on the solution of the
pressure equation by MAIN, was given.
In Appendix B a complete listing of the ABLATIN1 and
ABLATIN2 systems is presented along with typical input and
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APPENDIX B
THE ABLATIN1 AND ABLATIN2 ANALYSES
As discussed in Appendix A, the ABLATIN1 and ABLATIN2
programs are general analyses implemented in FORTRAN IV for
studying the energy transfer in the decomposition zone and
char zone of char forming ablators. The ABLATIN1 analysis
was said to consider the pyrolysis gases to be either fro-
zen, or in chemical equilibrium. The ABLATIN2 analysis on
the other hand, considers the gases to be in chemical
non-equilibrium.
As was shown in Appendix A a great degree of overlap
exists in the many common subroutines used by the two ana-
lyses. The rationale, however, for keeping the ABLATIN1
and ABLATIN2 analyses as separate programs was due to core
restrictions. There were, in addition, other practical
considerations regarding input-output which made the se-
parate development of these programs more practical.
A listing of the ABLATINl program with all the subrou-
tines is presented in Table B-l. An explanation of the
function of each subroutine has been given in Appendix A.
Most of the subroutines are self-explanatory with most of the
major functions explained through comment cards. The degree
of modularity of this program makes it highly flexible, and
subject to easy modification in the future. For this reason
the author has provided an extensive nomenclature of every
359
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important variable in the program. This was done in the
hope of minimizing errors incurred in modifying any subrou-
tine. Furthermore, the listing allows easy cross referencing
of variables among subroutines, which will further reduce the
possibility of errors.
Communication among subroutines is mostly done by means
of labeled common blocks, thus minimizing communication
through arguments of a call. This was done to reduce compu-
ter time among frequently called subroutines. However, this
method of structuring communication can be very error prone
and was an additional motivation for providing a nomenclature
listing of every important variable. In this way any modifi-
cation of a variable can be cross checked in the nomenclature
listing of every subroutine. A detailed explanation of the
input format is also given in this Appendix.
Following the listing and explanation of input format
for the ABLATIN1 program, is the listing of ABLATIN2. The
ABLATIN2 is listed in Table B-4. In both cases, typical
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TK=TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE IN OK FOR A DISTANCE
UMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS
Z=INCREMENT OF D I S T A N C E ( F T )
SURFACE RECESSION VELOCITY( FT/SEC)
A S S FLUXCLBS/FT2-SEC)
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CULATE THE HEAT CAPACITY OF THE PYROLYSIS GASE
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HARPR TO GENERATE NEEDED PHYSICAL PROPERTY

























































































































































































CULATES THE EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION
. IT ALSO CALCULATES THE HEAT ABSORBED





































































































































































TION ROUTINE. SEE BEGINNING

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STORED IN TABLE IS CPMX. THIS
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ENTHALPY OF THE CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS
TEMPERATURE T ( O K ) WITH RESPECT TO THE































































































































CONSTITUENT ELEMENT HAS BEEN ASSUMED TO
ORM. FOR E X A M P L E HYDROGEN IS T A K E N TO B













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AND STORAGE OF THE INDIVIDUAL MASS
zZLt_<r_j130-J^0
V E R Y TEMPERATURE IN V A R I A B L E FLUXU,!)
ESE STORED VALUES ARE USED SUBSEOUENT-


















































































































































































































THE K F A C T TERM HAS TO BE MULTIPLYEO BY
T OF TEMPERATURE W I T H DISTANCE. THIS GP
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AA(IyJ); Formula number. Gives the gram atoms of
element J in species I.
AI...GI; These are the seven empirical constants for
the high temperature fit (1000°K-6000°K) for the free energy
functions. The first five constants (AI through El) are
used in the heat capacity fit.
All...Gil; These are the seven empirical constants for
the low temperature fit (300°K-1000°K) for the free energy
function.
All...A66; These are the six empirical constants for
the enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (300OK-1000°K).
ALPHA; Viscous coefficient in Darcy's equation (FT~1).
AVGFW; Average molecular weight of the gas mixture.
BETA; Inertial coefficient in Darcy's equation (I/FT2),
CDO; Thermal conductivity of the char (BTU/FT-sec-°F).
CDOV; Thermal conductivity of the virgin material,
(BTUft/sec-°F).
CPBl: Total rate of heat absorbed by the gases in the
char zone (BTU/ft^-sec).
CPB2; Total rate of heat absorbed by the solids in the
char zone (BTU/ft2-sec).
CPS; Heat capacity of the char (BTU/lb-°F).
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CPV; Heat capacity of the virgin material (BTU/lb-°F).
DCDO; Rate of change of the thermal conductivity of the
char with temperature (BTU/ft-sec-°F2).
DCDQV; Rate of change of the thermal conductivity of
the virgin material with temperature (BTU/ft-sec-°F2).
DELTF; Differential change in temperature in °F for
an increment of distance H.
DELTK; Differential change in temperature in °K for an
increment of distance H.
DELTP; Pressure drop across the char (lbs/ft2).
DELZ; Increment of distance (in feet).
DISTAN; Char thickness in feet.
DT: Temperature gradient (°F/ft).
PTC; Temperature gradient in the char (°F/ft).
DTCC; Temperature gradient in double precision arith-
metic in the char (°F/ft).
DTCI; Temperature gradient in the virgin material
(°F/ft).
EK; Potential parameter /Boltzman constant.
EMIS: Char emissivity.
EPS; Porosity of the char (ft2voids/ft2 total).
FW(I); Molecular weight of species I.
GA5CPt Is the heat capacity of the gas mixture in
(BTU/lb-°F).
GROUP; This is the bracketted term of Equation (3-36)
(I/ft) .
H.: Runge-Xutta step size (in feet) .
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Hll; Runge-Kutta step size in double precision arith-
metic (in feet).
HCHAR; Percent of total heat absorbed in the char zone.
HDECOM; Percent of total heat absorbed in the decompo-
sition zone.
HGAS; Percent of heat absorbed by the gas in the char
zone.
HI; Initial value of Runge-Kutta step (in feet).
HREACT; Percent of heat absorbed by the reactions in
the char zone.
HSOLID; Percent of heat absorbed in the solids in the
char zone.
ICODE(I); Is a code to identify whether a species is a
gas, or a solid. If ICODE is zero, the species is a gas. If
ICODE is one, the species is a solid.
IMAX: Number of data points for EK.
ITEMP; Total number of temperature points stored in
temperature profile.
JCODE(J); Is a code used to determine whether the
reference state of the constituent element J is in the gas or
in the solid state.
JS; Total number of slices in which the char is divided
for the solution of the momentum equation.
Kl: Is a counter for the number of temperature points
stored during the solution of the energy equation.
MM; Is the number of elements.
NC; Number of gas species read in.
426
NDATA; Number of collision integral points tabulated
versus XTKE.
NN; Number of gas species in the system.
NN5; Is the total number of variables stored in Table
(I,J).
NNS: Is the number of solid species in the system.
NQ; Is the total number of gas and solid species in
the system.
NS; Is the total number of gas and solid species read
in.
OMGA; Interpolated value of XTKE.
P: Pressure in lbs/ft2.
PL; Pressure at the front surface of the char (lbs/ft2),
Q: Is the rate of heat absorbed in the decomposition
zone in (BTU/ft3-sec).
Q2: It equals Q/DTC (BTU/ft2-sec-°F).
QA: Aerodynamic heating rate (BTU/ft2-sec). Equals
QL+QR .
QCZ; Heat flux in the char zone (BTU/ft2-sec).
QCZI; Heat flux in the decomposition zone (BTU/ft2-sec),
QL; Is the total heat flux at the surface (BTU/ft2-sec),
QR; Is the rate of re-radiation from the surface of
the char (BTU/ft2-sec).
REAC1: Is the total rate of heat absorbed by the chemi-
cal reactions (BTU/ft2-sec).
«
REAC2; Heat absorbed by the chemical reactions (BTU/ftz-
sec) .
427
REACT; Equals REAC2/DTC (BTU/ft2-sec-°F).
RHO: Bulk density of the virgin material (lbs/ft3).
ROCHAR; Bulk density of the char material (lbs/ft3).
RR; Gas constant: 1.98726 (BTU/lb-mole°R).
SI...56; These are six empirical constants for the
enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (1000°K-6000°K).
SIG; Collision diameter (Angstrongs).
SIGMA; Stephan-Boltzman constant (4.81 x 10~13 BTU/ft2-
sec-°F4).
T1(K1); Variable in which the temperature profile is
stored versus distance Z. Kl is a counter.
TC; Temperature in °F.
TCIIAR: Temperature at which all the virgin material
has degraded to gas and char. (°K).
TFMAX; Maximum specified temperature of the front
surface of the char (°F).
THICK; Is the thickness of the char zone, in inches.
THICKl; Is the thickness of the decomposition zone in
inches.
TK; Interpolated value of the temperature (in K) at
a distance Z in the char.
TL; Front surface temperature of the char (°F) when the
temperature profile has been defined.
TLOW(I); Maximum temperature of low temperature fit for
species I. (°K).
TO; Initial temperature (°F) at Z=0.
TPREV; Temperature (°F) at the previous step.
428
TTTT; This is the temperature (°F) in double precision
arithmetic. A provision has been made in the program that if
the step size is less than 8. xlO""^ ft., the Runge-Kutta
analysis is calculated in double precision arithmetic to
reduce round-off error.
TVAR; Temperature in °K.
TVIS; Interpolated value of the temperature profile
(°F) at a distance Z along the char.
VISCOS; Viscocity of the gas (in centipoise).
VR; Surface recession velocity (ft/sec).
W: Mass flux based on the total area (Ibs/ft2-sec).
WI^ ; Mass flux of the gases entering the char based on
the total area (Ibs/ft2-sec).
XTKE; Product of the temperature in °K and 1/EK.
YCOMP(I,J); Array to store the concentration profile.
Y(I); Mole fraction of species I.
YI (I); Initial mole fraction of species I.
12: Distance along the decomposition zone or the char
zone (ft).
ZINC; Increment of distance at which the temperature
profile is stored (ft).
ZMAX; Maximum allowable thickness of the char zone.
(Usually 0.25 inches).
2Z: Distance of Z in double precision arithmetic (ft).
INDPTH
This subroutine calculates the physical properties of
429
the virgin material and the pyrolysis gases.
A...E: These are five empirical constants for the heat
capacity of the virgin material.
TELTKK; Increment of temperature (°K).
PHMCR
This subroutine computes the heat absorbed by the decom-
position of the phenolic resin and phenolic microballoons.
AREA; This is the area generated by a plot of calories
versus temperature ( K) by the decomposition of phenolic
resin during a differential thermal analysis (1350 cal/°K).
AREA1; This is the area generated by a plot of calories
versus temperature (°K) by the decomposition of phenolic
microballoons during a differential thermal analysis (1464
cal/°K).
A(I)...E(I); These are five empirical constants used to
fit a curve through a portion of the plot of calories versus
temperature for the phenolic microballoons.
DT; Is the temperature difference in °K from a base
temperature of 350°C(623°K) . Below 350°C, decomposition of
the virgin material has not been initiated.
PELT; Is the temperature increment (°K) for an increment
of the Runge-Kutta Step.
II: Is the height (in calories) for the plot of calories
versus temperature (°K).
K6; Is a code used to bypass the read statements. When
K6 is one, the data is read in. When K6 is two, the read
430
statements are bypassed.
NUMBER; Is the number of fits used for the plots of
calories versus temperature.
QMICRO: Heat absorbed by the decomposition of the
phenolic microballoons (calories/gram).
QPHNLC; Heat absorbed by the decomposition of the
phenolic resin (calories/gram).
NYLON;
This subroutine calculates the heat ab sorbed by the
decomposition of nylon.
AREA; This is the area generated by a plot of calories
versus temperature (°K) for the decomposition of nylon (1122
calories / °K) during a differential thermal analysis.
QNYLON; Heat absorbed by the decomposition of nylon
(calories/gram).
DNSITY;
This subroutine calculates the density change of pheno-
lic nylon and the mass flux of the pyrolysis gas.
A(J); Frequency factor of reaction J (sec'1).
COMPST; Is an integer variable giving the number of
composite in the ablator. In the case of phenolic nylon, it
is three.
DELFLX(I); Is the change in mass flux of composite I
due to degradation (Ibs/ft2-sec).
DRHO; Differential change in density due to degradation,
431
This variable is used as a criteria for stability while the
solution is marching through the decomposition zone (Ibs/ft3),
DRHODT(I); Rate of gas generation by the degradation of
composite I (Ibs/ft3-sec).
E(J); Energy of activation of reaction J used to des-
cribe the degradation of the composite (Joules/gram-mole).
MASFLX(I); Rate of change of mass flux due to the
o
degradation of composite I (Ibs/ft -sec)«
MA3FRC(I); Mass fraction of each composite in the mix-
ture of virgin' material.
NREACT; Number of pseudo-order kinetic reactions used
to describe the decomposition of the virgin material compo-
site.
RATER(J); Is specific reaction velocity of reaction
J (Ibs/ft3-sec).
RHO; Bulk density of the composite (Ibs/ft3).
RHOC(I); Residual density of composite I (Ibs/ft3).
RHOCC(I); Lowest value of residual density of composite
I (Ibs/ft3).
RHOI(I); Initial density of composite I (Ibs/ft3).
RHOII; Initial density of the virgin composite (Ibs/
ft3).
RHOT(I); Density of composite I at temperature T
(Ibs/ft3).
VOLFRC(I); Volume fraction of each composite I.
432
CHARPR;
This subroutine calculates the effective thermal con-
ductivity and the heat capacity of the char.
T_: Temperature in °R.
INTRPL;
This program performs Lagrangian interpolation with non-
equal step size between points.
F_: Dependent variable array.
IMAX: Number of points in array.
SOM; Value of the interpolated dependent variable.
VAR: Value of X for which corresponding value of F is
derived by interpolation.
X: Independent variable array.
THERM1;
This subroutine calculates the heat of formation of each
chemical specie, the heat capacity of the mixture and the heat
absorbed by the chemical reactions.
CPDT1; Is the sensible enthalpy gain by the constituent
elements from a reference temperature of 298.16°K (calories/
gram-mole).
CPMX; Heat capacity of the gas mixture (calories/gram-
mole °K) .
ENT1(I); Enthalpy of species I (calories/gram-mole).
ENT(I); Heat of formation of species I (calories/gram-
mole) .
433
HEAT1; Rate of heat generated, or absorbed, by the
chemical reactions (calories/cm^ -sec).
KINET:
This program computes the rate of reaction of each che-
mical species.
AEF(J); Activation energy of reaction J (calories/
gram-mole.
AF(J) ; Frequency factor of reaction J (sec"-*-) .
DELZZ; Runge-Kutta step size (cm.).
DLFLUX(I); Differential change in molal flux due to the
chemical reaction of species I. This variable is used for
*%
the purpose of controlling the step size (gram-mole/cirr-sec) .
FLUXMO(I); Molal flux of each chemical species I (gram-
o
moles/cm -sec).
HEAT; Rate of heat generated or absorbed by the chemi-
cal reactions (BTU/ft3-sec).
K2; Is a counter to keep track of the number of tempe-
rature points stored in Table (I/J).
K7; When K7 is one, initialization occurs and subroutine
INOUT is called. When it is 2, this is bypassed.
KOS; Total number of variables stored in the Table (I,J)
array.
KSP; Number of gas components in the chemical system.
KSP1; Number of gas and solid species in the chemical
system.
NPEX(I,J); Power on the concentration of product I in
434
reaction J.
P: Pressure of the system in atmosphere.
PERCE(J); Mole percent of species J.
PSC(I,J); Stochiometric coefficient of the product I in
reaction J.
R: Gas constant (82.06 cm3-atm/gram-mole °K) .
RATE(J); Rate of formation of species I (gram-moles/
cmj-sec).
RATER(J): Specific reaction velocity of reaction J
(gram-moles/cm^-sec).
RK(J); Reverse reaction rate constant of reaction J.
RR; Gas constant (1.98726 calories/gram-mole °K).
SF(j); Power on the temperature of the Arrhenius type
kinetic expression.
SPCIE1(J); Specie identification name.
T; Temperature (°K).
TABLE(I,J); Is an array where I represents the number
of variables stored and J the number of temperature points.
The variables stored are in the following order: T, HEAT,
WNEW, AVGFW AND KSPl values of Y1(I).
TESS_: Is the absolute maximum value of DLFLUX(I) . This
variable is used in controlling the step size for stability.
TFt Temperature (°F).
TPREV; Is the previous value of the temperature (°K).
WNEW; Total mass flux of the gases (Ibs/ft2-sec).
XMW (T^• Molecular weight of species I.
Yl (I): Mole fraction of species I.
435
INPUT:
This subroutine reads in the kinetic data.
AK(J); Empirical constant for the fit of the equili-
brium constant with temperature.
BK(J); Empirical constant for the fit of the equili-
brium constant with temperature.
EKMAX(J); Maximum allowable value for the equilibrium
constant of reaction J.
EKMIN(J); Minimum allowable value for the equilibrium
constant of reaction J.
NCOEF(J); Is the sum of the stochiometric coefficient
of the products minus the reactants.
436













CARD-2; FORMAT (F10.3, 10X, 4F10.3)
PL * 2160. 1-10
TO = 500 21-30
EPS = .8 31-40
ZL = .35 41-50

















*See Table B-2 for the complete input data set,
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COLUMNS
CARD-5 FORMAT (6E10.3, 13)
Sl(l) = 1.363250EO 1-10
S2(l) = 1.85605E-3 11-20
S3(l) = -7.6675E-7 21-30
S4(l) =.151043E-9 31-40
S5(l) = -1.139E-14 41-50
S6(l) = -6.46972E2 51-60
JCODE(l) = 1 61-63
CARD-6 FORMAT (6E10.3)
All(l) = -.712442EO 1-10
A22(l) = 7.34065E-3 11-20
A33(l) = -5.5262E-6 21-30
A44(l) = 1.51400E-9 31-40
A55(l) = -2.382E-14 41-50
A66(l) = -6.80533E1 51-60
CARD-5 and CARD-6 are read sequentially MM times
as is specified in CARD-1. For this particular
example MM = 4.
CARD-7 FORMAT (10X, 3E10.3. 2X, 2A3, 14)
TLOW (1) = 1000. 11-20
PW(1) = 1.008 21-30
YI(1) = .739503E-7 31-40
SPCIE 1(1) = 43-45
SPCIE 2 (1) = H 46-48
ICODE(l) = 0 49-52
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CARD-8 FORMAT (7E10.3) COLUMNS
AI(1) = 2.500000EO 1-10
BI(1) = 0. 11-20
CI(1) = 0. 21-30
DI(1) = 0. 31-40
EI(1) = 0. 41-50
FI(1) = 2.547050E4 51-60
GI(1) = -4.6001E-1 61-70
CARD-9 FORMAT (7E10.3)
AII{1) = 2.500000EO 1-10
BII(l) = 0. 11-20
CII(l) = 0. 21-30
DII(l) = 0. 31-40
EII(l) = 0. 41-50
FII(l) = 2.547050E-4 51-60
GII(l) = 4.6001E-1 61-70
~\
CARD-10 FORMAT (4E10.3)
AA(1,1) = 0. 1-10
AA(1,2) = 1. 11-20
AA{1,3) = 0. 21-30
AA(1,4) = 0. 31-40
CARD-7, CARD-8, CARD-9 and CARD-10 are read in sequentially
as a group, (NC+NNS) number of times. Only the data for




EK(1) = 33.3 1-15
SIG(l) = 2.986 16-30
CARD-11 is read NC number of times as specified by
CARD-1.
CARD-12 FORMAT (16)
NDATA = 34 1-6
CARD-13 FORMAT (2F15.5)
XTKE(l) =0.30 . 1-15
ZOMGA(l) = 2.785 16-30
CARD-13 is repeated NDATA number of times as specified
by CARD-12.
CARDS-1 through 13 are read in the MAIN program.
These cards define the physical conditions of the system.
In addition they provide the thermodynamic data and the
physical constants for the pyrolysis species. CARDS-14
through 19 provide the thermophysical information for the
virgin material and also the kinetic data for the degrada-
tion of the polymer.
CARD-14 FORMAT (5E12.6)
A = 0.37000070EO 1-12
B = 0.7367133E-4 13-24
C = 0.1532518E-5 25-36
D = -.1962704E-8 37-48
E = .8857809E-12 49-60
440
C/RD-14 is read in subroutine INDPTH.
CARD-15 FORMAT (5E12.8) COLUMNS
A(l) = 0.10561790EO 1-12
B(l) = -1.836062E-2 13-24
C(l) = 1.7580490E-3 25-36
D(l) = -1.678598E-5 37-48
E(l) = 4.7310570E-8 49-60
CARD-16 FORMAT (5E12.8)
Al(l) = -.35642660E-1 1-12
Bl(l) = 4.5790730E-2 13-24
Cl(l) = 1.2298170E-4 25-36
Dl(l) = -.8277667E-7 37-48
Eld) = -.2279748E-7 49-60
CARD-15 and CARD-16 are read sequentially four times
in subroutine PHMCR. For a thorough explanation on the
sources of data for the phenolic resin see Appendix C.
CARD-17 FORMAT (216)
COMPST =3 1-6
NREACT = 7 6-12
Card-17 is read in subroutine DNSITY as well as CARDS
18 and 19.
CARD-18 FORMAT (4X, 16, 3E10.8)
1=1 5-10
Ad) = 8.3000E14 11-20
Ed) = 232.0 21-30
441
COLUMNS
XN(I,1) - 1.0 31-40
CARD-18 is read NREACT number of times and the index
in I changes from 1 through 3 depending on whether the data
is for nylon or for phenolic or for the microballoons.
CARD-19 FORMAT (3E10.3)
RHOI(l) » 68.6 1-10
RHOC(l) = 5.145 11-21
MASFR(l) = 0.4 21-30
CARD-19 is repeated COMPST number of times.
CARD-20 FORMAT (II)
IPRINT = 1



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF GAS COMPONENTS^ 19
ccLUCOz:^5Zco•<^\jin,_|IILUO«.^LUCC.^^QCLUCv5TLUk-SXoc^ccc^I0
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T2 + D( I)*DT3-»-F(I )*DT^Cjnf*N*,^UK^-o«».1_—•f•-«^^X <rUJCC<F*^<\;,«rr•a»cf^—_ *U.cIIc;2C-O
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W( I ^MINIMUM TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE HIGH


























HI )-( AI( I )*A1*BI( I)*A2+CI < I>*A3+DI ( I )*A4 + EHI )*A5
(II )*RR
HEAT CAPACITY







































CULATE THE SENSIBLE ENTHALPY OF THE CONSTITUENT
MENTS.
96J=1,MM























































H I 1 = 1 AIK I I*A1 + BII (I ) *A2*CI I { I ) *A3 + DII( I )*A4+EII(I
I( I \ )*RR
I ) = ( A I I ( I KBIH n*T+CII(n*T2*OII(I)*T3 + EII( I )*T4)*
I .GT .DGOT06291
97J=1,MM
TH J> = ( A 1 H J ) * A 1 + A 2 2 { J » * A 2 * A 3 3 ( J ) * A 3 * A 4 4 ( J ) *A4



























































































































































































































ELEMENT IS IN THE GAS S T A T E .



















































ENSIBLE ENTHALPY OF THE CONSTI-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































###********#*** #«**** #* «#* #«#«#* ##«
•





RMS LAGRAGIAN INTERPOLATION *


















































































































































NTS IN A R R A Y X OR F . (MAX OF 100 >





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AA(I,J); Formula number. Gives the gram atoms of
element J in species I.
AI...GIi These are the seven empirical constants for
the high temperature fit (10000-6000°K) for the free energy
functions. The first five constants (AI through El) are
used in the heat capacity fit.
All...Gil; These are the seven empirical constants for
the low temperature fit (300°K-1000°K) for the free energy
function.
All...A66; These are the six empirical constants for
the enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (300°K-1000°K).
ALPHA; Viscous coefficient in Darcy's equation
(FT'1) .
AVGFW; Average molecular weight of the gas mixture.
BETA; Inertial coefficient in Darcy's equations
(I/FT2).
CDO: Thermal conductivity of the char (BTU/FT-sec-°F).
CDOV; Thermal conductivity of the virgin material,
(BTU/FT-sec-°F).
CPB1; Total rate of heat absorbed by the gases in the
2
char zone. (BTU/FT sec).
CPB2; Total rate of heat absorbed by the solids in
^
the char zone. (BTU/FT sec).
514
CPS: Heat capacity of the char (BTU/lb-°F).
CPV; Heat capacity of the virgin material (BTU/lb-°F).
DCDO; Rate of change of the thermal conductivity of
the char with temperature. (BTU/FT-sec-°F2).
DCDOV; Rate of change of the thermal conductivity of
the virgin material with temperature. (BTU/FT-sec-°F2).
DELTF: Differential change in temperature in °F for an
increment of distance H.
DELTK; Differential change in temperature in °K for an
increment of distance H.
2
DELTP; Pressure drop across the char. (Ibs./ft ).
DELZ; Increment of distance (in feet).
DISTAN; Char thickness in feet.
DT; Temperature gradient (°F/FT).
PTC; Temperature gradient in the char (°F/FT).
DTCC; Temperature gradient in double precision arith-
metic in the char (°F/FT).
DTCI; Temperature gradient in the virgin material
(°F/FT) .
EK; Potential parameter /Boltzman constant.
EMIS; Char emissivity.
EPS; Porosity of the char (FT2 voids/FT2 total).
FW(I); Molecular weight of species I.
GASCP; Is the heat capacity of the gas mixture in
(BTU/lb-°F).
GROUP; This is the bracketted term of Equation (3-36).
(I/FT).
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H: Runge-Kutta step size (in feet).
Hll; Runge-Kutta step size in double precision arith-
metic (in feet).
HCHAR; Percent of total heat absorbed in the char
zone.
HDECOM; Percent of total heat absorbed in the decompo-
sition zone.
HGAS; Percent of heat absorbed by the gas in the char
zone.
HI; Initial value of Runge-Kutta step (in feet).
HREACT; Percent of heat absorbed by the reactions in
the char zone.
HSOLID; Percent of heat absorbed in the solids in the
char zone.
ICODE(I); Is a code to identify whether a species is a
gas or a solid. If ICODE is zero, the species is a gas. If
ICODE is one, the species is a solid.
IMAX; Number of data points for EK.
ITEMP; Total number of temperature points stored in
temperature profile.
JCODE(J); Is a code used to determine whether the re-
ference state of the constituent element J is in the gas or
in the solid state.
JS; Total number of slices in which the char is
divided for the solution of the momentum equation.
Kl; Is a counter for the number of temperature points
stored during the solution of the energy equation.
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MM; Is the number of elements.
NC; Number of gas species read in.
NDATA; Number of collision integral points tabulated
versus XTKE.
NN: Number of gas species in the system.
NN5; Is the total number of variables stored in TABLE
NNS; Is the number of solid species in the system.
NQ; Is the total number of gas and solid species in
the system.
NS; Is the total number of gas and solid species read
in.
OMGA; Interpolated value of XTKE.
2
P_: Pressure in Ibs/ft .
PL; Pressure at the front surface of the char (Ibs/
ft*).
Q: Is the rate of heat absorbed in the decomposition
zone in (BTU/ft^ sec) .
Q2; It equals Q/DTC (BTU/FT2-sec-°F) .
QA: Aerodynamic heating rate (BTU/FT2-sec) . Equals
QL+QR.
QCZ; Heat flux in the char zone (BTU/ft2-sec) .
QCZI; Heat flux in the decomposition zone (BTU/ft2sec)
2
QL; Is the total heat flux at the surface (BTU/ft sec)_
QR; Is the rate of re-radiation from the surface of
the char (BTU/ft2 -sec) .
REAC1; Is the total rate of heat absorbed by the che-
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mical reactions. (BTU/ft2-sec).
REAC2: Heat absorbed by the chemical reactions
(BTU/ft2-sec).
REACT; Equals REAC2/DTC (BTU/ft2-sec-°F).
RHO: Bulk density of the virgin material (lbs/ft3).
ROCHAR; Bulk density of the char material (lbs/ft3).
RR; Gas constant: 1.98726 (BTU/lb-mole °R).
SI.. .56; These are six empirical constants for the
enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (1000°K-6000°K).
SIG: Collision diameter (Angstrongs).
SIGMA; Stephan-Boltzman constant (4.81 x 10~13 BTU/
ft2-sec-°F4).
T1(K1); Variable in which the temperature profile is
stored versus distance Z. Kl is a counter.
TC; Temperature in °F.
TCHAR; Temperature at which all the virgin material
has degraded to gas and char (°K).
TFMAX; Maximum specified temperature of the front
surface of the char (°F).
THICK; Is the thickness of the char zone, in inches.
THICK1; Is the thickness of the decomposition zone in
inches.
TK; Interpolated value of the temperature (in°K) at
a distance Z in the char.
TL: Front surface temperature of the char (°F) when
the temperature profile has been defined.
TLOW(I); Maximum temperature of low temperature fit
518
for species I. (°K)
TO; Initial temperature (in °F) at Z=0.
TPREV: Temperature (in °F) at the previous step.
TTTT; This is the temperature (in °F) in double pre-
cision arithmetic. A provision has been made in the program
that if the step size is less than 8. x 10 ft., the
Runge-Kutta analysis is calculated in double precision arith-
metic to reduce round-off error.
TVAR; Temperature in K.
TVIS; Interpolated value of the temperature profile
(in °F) at a distance Z along the char.
VISCOS; Viscosity of the gas (in centipoise).
VR: Surface recession velocity (ft/sec).
2
W: Mass flux based on the total area (Ibs/ft -sec).
Wl_: Mass flux of the gases entering the char based
on the total area (Ibs/ft2-sec).
XTKE; Product of the temperature in K and 1/EK.
YCOMP(I,J); Array to store the concentration profile.
Y(I); Mole fraction of species I.
YI(I); Initial mole fraction of species I.
Zi Distance along the decomposition zone or the char
zone (ft).
ZINC; Increment of distance at which the temperature
profile is stored (ft).
ZMAX; Maximum allowable thickness of the char zone.
(Usually 0.25 inches).
ZZi Distance of Z in double precision arithmetic (ft).
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INDPTH;
This subroutine calculates the physical properties of
the virgin material and the pyrolysis gases.
A...E; These are five empirical constants for the
heat capacity of the virgin material.
DELTKK; Increment of temperature (°K).
PHMCRt
This subroutine computes the heat absorbed by the de-
composition of the phenolic resin and phenolic microballoons,
AREA; This is the area generated by a plot of calories
versus temperature (°K) by the decomposition of phenolic
resin during a differential thermal analysis. (1350 cal/
°K).
AREA1; This is the area generated by a plot of calo-
ries versus temperature (°K), by the decomposition of
phenolic microballoons during a differential thermal analy-
sis. (1464 calories / °K).
A(I)...E(I); These are five empirical constants used
to fit a curve through a portion of the plot of calories
versus temperature for the phenolic resin.
A1(I)...El(I); These are five empirical constants used
to fit a curve through a portion of the plot of calories
versus temperature for the phenolic microballoons.
DT; Is the temperature difference in K from a base
temperature of 350 °C 9623°K). Below 350°Cf decomposition
of the virgin material has not been initiated.
520
PELT; Is the temperature increment ( K) for an incre-
ment of the Runge-Kutta step.
H: Is the height (in calories) for the plot of
calories versus temperature (°K).
K£: Is a code used to bypass the read statements.
When K6 is one, the data is read in. When K6 is two, the
read statements are bypassed.
NUMBER; Is the number of fits used for the plots of
calories versus temperature.
QMICRO; Heat absorbed by the decomposition of the
phenolic microballoons (calories/gram).
QPHNLC; Heat absorbed by the decomposition of the
phenolic resin (calories/gram).
NYLON;
This subroutine calculates the heat absorbed by the
decomposition of nylon.
AREA; This is the area generated by a plot of calo-
ries versus temperature ( K) for the decomposition of nylon
(1122 calories / °K) during a differential thermal analysis.
QNYLON; Heat absorbed by the decomposition of nylon
(calories/gram).
DNSITY;
This subroutine calculates the density change of phe-
nolic nylon and the mass flux of the pyrolysis gas.
A(J); Frequency factor of reaction J (sec~l).
COMPST; Is an integer variable giving the number of
521
composite in the ablator. In the case of phenolic nylon, it
is three.
DELFLX(I): Is the change in mass flux of composite I
due to degradation (Ibs/ft^ -sec).
DRHO; Differential change in density due to degrada-
tion. This variable is used as a criteria for stability
while the solution is marching through the decomposition
zone (lbs/ft3).
DRHODT(I); Rate of gas generation by the degradation
of composite I (lbs/ft -sec).
E(J); Energy of activation of reaction J used to
describe the degradation of the composite (Joules/gram-
mole) .
MASFLX(I); Rate of change of mass flux due to the
2
degradation of composite I (lbs/ft -sec).
MASFRC(I): Mass fraction of each composite in the
mixture of virgin material.
NREACT; Number of pseudo-order kinetic reactions used
to describe the decomposition of the virgin material com-
posite.
RATER(J); Specific reaction velocity of reaction J
(Ibs/ft3-sec) .
RHO; Bulk density of the composite (lbs/ft3).
RHOC(I); Residual density of composite I (lbs/ft3).
RHOCC(I); Lowest value of residual density of compo-
site I (lbs/ft3).
RHOI(I); Initial density of composite I (lbs/ft3).
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RHOIIi Initial density of the virgin composite,
(lbs/ft3).
RHOT(I); Density of composite I at temperature T,
(Ibs/ft3).
VOLFRC(I); Volume fraction of each composite I.
CHARPR:
This subroutine calculates the effective thermal con-
ductivity and the heat capacity of the char.
T: Temperature in °R.
INTRPL;
This program performs Lagrangian interpolation with
non-equal step size between points.
F: Dependent variable array.
IMAX; Number of points in array.
SOM; Value of the interpolated dependent variable.
VAR; Value of X for which corresponding value of P
is derived by interpolation.
X: Independent variable array.
THERM2;
This subroutine calculates the heat of formation of
each chemical species, the heat capacity of the mixture and
the heat absorbed by chemical reactions.
CPDTl; Is the sensible enthalpy gain by the consti-
tuent elements from a reference temperature of 298.16°K
(cal/gram-mole).
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CPMX; Heat capacity of the gas mixture (calories/
ogram-mole K) .
ENT1(I); Enthalpy of species I (caloreis/gram-mole).
ENT(I); Heat of formation of species I (cal/grara-mole),
HEATl; Rate of heat generated, or absorbed, by the
chemical reactions (calories/cm3-sec).
KIMET;
This program computes the rate of reaction of each che-
mical species.
AEF(J); Activation energy of reaction J (calories/
gram-mole).
AF(J) ; Frequency factor of reaction J (sec'1-
DELZZ; Runge-Kutta step size (cm.).
DLFLUX(I); Differential change in molal flux due to
the chemical reaction of species I. This variable is used
for the purpose of controlling the step size (gram-mole/
cm2-sec).
FK(J) ; Forward reaction rate constant of reaction J.
FLUXMA(I); Mass flux of each chemical species I (gm/
2
cm -sec).
FLUXMO(I); Molal flux of each chemical species I,
(gram/moles/cm2-sec).
HEAT; Rate of heat generated or absorbed by the che-
mical reactions (BTU/ft3-sec).
K2; Is a counter to keep track of the number of tem-
perature points stored in Table (I,J).
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K7; When K7 is one, initialization occurs and sub-
routine INOUT is called. When it is 2, this is bypassed.
KOS_: Total number of variables stored in the Table
(I/J) array.
KSP; Number of gas components in the chemical system.
KSP1; Number of gas and solid species in the chemical
system.
Nj>EX(I, J) ; Power on the concentration of product I
in reaction J.
NREX(I,J); Power on the concentration of reactant I
in reaction J.
P: Pressure of the system in atmosphere.
PERCE(J); Mole percent of specie J.
PSC(I,J); Stochiometric coefficient of the product I
in reaction J.
R: Gas constant (82.06 cm3-atm/gram-mole °K).
RATE(J); Rate of formation of species I (gram-moles/
cm3-sec).
RATER(J); Specific reaction velocity of reaction Jf
(gram-moles/cm3-sec).
RK(J); Reverse reaction rate constant of reaction J.
RR; Gas constant (1.98726 calories/gram-mole °K).
SF(J); Power on the temperature of the Arrhenius type
kinetic expression.
SPCIEl(J); Species identification name.
T: Temperature (°K).
TABLE(I,J)t Is an array where I represents the number
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of variables stored and J the number of temperature points.
The variables stored are in the following order: T, HEAT,
WNEW, AVGFW and KSP1 values of Yl(I).
TESS; Is the absolute maximum value of DLFLUX(I).
This variable is used in controlling the step size for sta-
bility.
TF; Temperature (°F).
TPREV: Is the previous value of the temperature (°K).
WNEW; Total mass flux of the gases (Ibs/ft2-sec).
XMV (I); Molecular weight of species I.
Y1(I); Mole fraction of species I.
INPUT1;
This subroutine reads in the kinetic data.
AK(J): Empirical constant for the fit of the equili-
brium constant with temperature.
BK(J); Empirical constant for the fit of the equili-
brium constant with temperature.
EKMAX(J); Maximum allowable value for the equilibrium
constant of reaction J.
EKMIN(J); Minimum allowable value for the equilibrium
constant of reaction J.
NCOEF(J); Is the sum of the stochiometric coefficient
of the products minus the reactants.
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INPUT FORMAT; A Typical Input For Non-Equilibrium Flow*
CARD 1; FORMAT (616, F10.1) COLUMNS
NC = 18 1-6
NNS = 1 7-12
MM = 4 13-18
KODE = 1 19-24
KEY = 3 25-30
INDPT = 0 31-36
TFMAX = 5500 37-46
CARD 2; FORMAT (F10.3, 10 x, 4F10.3)
PL = 2160 1-10
TO = 500 21-30
EPS = .30 31-40
ZL = .350000 41-50
HI = .0000001 51-60
CARD 3; FORMAT (3E15.5, F15.5)
ALPHA = .5E9 1-15
BETA = .5E5 16-30
SIGMA = .48E-12 31-45
EMIS = .90 46-60
*See Table B-2 for the complete Input data set.
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CARD 4; FORMAT (4E10.3) COLUMNS
DTC = 3000 1-10
TCHAR = 1073 11-20
VT = 5.E-4 21-30
CARD 5; FORMAT (6E10.3,I3)
Sl(l) = 1.363250EO 1-10
S2(l) = 1.85605E-3 11-20
S3(l) = -7.6675E-7 21-30
S4(l) = .151043E-9 31-40
S5(l) = -1.139E-14 41-50
S6(l) = -6.49672E2 51-60
JCODE(l) = 1 61-63
CARD 6; FORMAT (6E10.3)
All(l) = -.712442EO 1-10
A22(l) = 7.34065E-3 11-20
A33(l) = -5.526E-6 21-30
A44(l) - 1.51400E-9 31-40
A55(l) = -2.382E-14 41-50
A66(l) = -6.80533E1 51-60
CARDS 5 and 6 are read sequentially MM times as
specified by CARD 1. In this example MM = 4. After CARDS
5 and 6 are read MM times, CARD 7 is read in.
CARD 7; FORMAT (lOx, 3E10.3, 2x, 2A3, 14)
TLOW(l) = 1000 11-20
FW(1) = 14.0 21-30
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YI(1) = l.OE-71 31-40
SPCIEl(l) = (Blank) 43-45
SPCIE2(1) = CH2 46-48
ICODE(l) = 0 49-52
CARD 8; FORMAT (7E10.3)
AI(1) = 2.229698EO 1-10
BI(1) = 4.71092E-3 11-20
CI(1) = -1.7660E-6 21-30
DI(1) = 3.0649E-10 31-40
EI(1) = -2.017E-14 41-50
FI(1) = 3.383295E4 51-60
GI(1) = 7.707984EO 61-70
CARD 9;
AII(l) = 3.551365EO 1-10
BII(l) = -2.5070E-3 11-20
CII(l) = 1.23550E-5 21-30
DII(l) = 1.175E-08 31-40
EII(l) = 3.8124E-12 41-50
FII(l) = 3.366105E4 51-60
GII(l) = 1.796606EO 61-70
CARD 10; FORMAT (4E10.3)
AA(1,1) - 1. 1-10
AA(1,2) - 2.0 11-20
AA(1,3) = 0.0 21-30
AA(1,4) = 0.0 31-40
529
CARD 7, CARD 8, CARD 9 and CARD 10 are read sequential-
ly as a group (NC+NNS) number of times. Only the data for
the first species, in this case CH2 is presented. The data
for other species is given in Table B-2.
CARD 11; FORMAT (2F15.5) COLUMNS
EK(1) = 136.5 1-15
SIG(l) = 3.822 16-30
CARD 11 is read NC number of times as specified in
CARD 1.
CARD 12; FORMAT (16)
NDATA = 34 1-16
CARD 13; FORMAT (2F15.5)
XTKE(l) =0.30 1-15
ZOMGA(l) « 2.785 16-30
CARD 13 is repeated NDATA number of times as specified
by CARD 12.
CARDS 1 through 13 are read in the MAIN program.
These cards define the physical condition of the system.
In addition they provide the thermodynamic data and
physical constants for the pyrolysis species. CARDS 14
through 19, below, provide the thermophysical information
for the virgin material and also for the kinetic data for
the degradation of the polymer.
530
CARD 14; FORMAT (5E12.6) COLUMNS
A = 0.37000070EO 1-12
B = 0.7367133E-4 13-24
C = 0.1532518E-5 25-36
D - -.1962704E-4 37-48
E = .8857809E-12 49-60
CARD 14 is read in subroutine INDPTH.
CARD 15; FORMAT (5E12.8)
A(l) = 0.10561790EO 1-12
B(l) = -1.836062E-2 13-24
C(l) = 1.7580490E-3 25-36
D(l) = -1.678598E-5 37-48
E(l) = 4.7310570E-8 49-60
CARD 16; FORMAT (5E12.8)
Al(l) = -.35642660E-1 1-12
Bl(l) = 4.5790730E-2 13-24
Cl(l) = 1.2298170E-4 25-36
Dl(l) = -.8277667E-7 37-48
El(l) = -.2279748E-7 49-60
CARD 15 and CARD 16 are read sequentially four times in
subroutine PHMCR. For a thorough explanation of the sources
of data for the phenolic resin see Appendix C.









CARD 18 is read NREACT number of times.




CARD 19 is read COMPST number of times. CARDS 17, 18
and 19 are read in subroutine DNSITY.
CARD 20; FORMAT (12)
NEQ = 1-2
CARD 21; FORMAT (19A4)
EQN = Alphameric Reaction Expression 1-76



























































CARDS 21,22,23,24 and 25 are read sequentially NEQ
number of times.
In CARD 22, J = 1 through 18 corresponds respectively
to the following species: CH2, CH3, CH4, C2Hg, C2H4, C2H2,




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF GAS COMPONENTS= 18
orLUco5:rsz^-•,_|^~*§•f-lII— .LLO*^LUccot-ccLUO.s:LUh-O^^coa:X^o



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This appendix contains all the thermodynamic and phy-
sical property data used in this research along with the
references and methods used to compute the heat capacity,
enthalpy, free energy, thermal conductivity and viscosity
of gases. In addition, the thermophysical properties re-
quired to characterize both the char and the virgin material
are also presented. At the end of the chapter, a brief
explanation and a typical input of the Thermochemical
Generation Program (TGP) is presented. This program was
written to develop a uniform thermodynamic data base for
converting thermodynamic information from various sources
to a convenient polynomial form.
Thermophysical Properties of Gases; The thermodynamic
and physical properties data used by the ABLATINl and
ABLATIN2 systems is presented. The thermodynamic data is
presented in table form giving the values of empirical
constants for polynomial fit. In this research it was con-
venient to use the thermodynamic data in functional form.
This procedure not only reduced memory space, but in
addition, it reduced the need for interpolation between
tables of stored values. Coefficient for the polynomial
fits have been obtained from numerous sources, mainly from
the work of NASA at Lewis (1), Bauer and Duff at Los Alamos
550
551
(2), API Project 44 (8) and JANAF (6). The polynomial
equations used for the heat capacity is of the form:
C°
P
R~~ = a+bT+cT2+dT3+eT4 (C-l)
If we define the sensible enthalpy plus the heat of
formation at a reference temperature as H° , then:
Tr
Hjl = A H°, + J C° dT (C-2)
T TR TR
Where AH°, is the heat of formation at the reference
temperature T_. Substitution of Equation (C-l) into (C-2)
and integrating results after some manipulation results in;
T 9 1 4
_ = a+b T+c T4+d T +e T +f (C-3)
RT~ 2~ 5" T 5" V
The definition of absolute entropy is:
T
S 1ST dT (C-4)
0 T
Hence, substituting Equation (C-l) into Equation (C-4)
and integrating results after some manipulation:
a In T + bT + c T2 + d T3 + c T4 (C-5)









Substituting the deffinitions for H° and S° in Equation
(C-6) results in a polynomial expression for the free energy
which is, after dividing by RT:
_o (C-7)
T
 = a(l-lnT) - b T - c T2 - dT3 - eT4 +*f - g
RT 7 F ~T7 ~~
A set of coefficients is presented in Table C-l for
Equations (C-l), (C-3), (C-5) and (C-7). The coefficients
presented in Table C-l are two temperature intervals. A
high temperature interval (1000°K-6000°K) denoted by the
letter H and a low temperature interval (300°K-1000 K) de-
noted by the letter L. Most of the data used was from
McBride et. al. (1) of NASA, covering the intervals 300°K
to 1000°K and 1000°K to 6000°K. At 1000°K the low and high
temperature fits were forced to match. The species for
which data of McBride et. al. (1) was used were: C(Graphite),
C(g), C2, C3f CH, CH2, CH3, CH4, C^, C^, CN,C2N2/ CO,
C02, H, H2, HCO, H20, N, N2, NH, NH3/ NO, N02/ N20, N^,
0, 02 and OH. The coefficients presented for the other
species were obtained using the heat capacity coefficients
of Duff et. al. (2) and the other two coefficients, f and g,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































At the end of the appendix a general purpose program is
presented that calculates the seven constants, "a" through
"g", when the heat capacity at different temperature inter-
vals, the heat of formation, and entropy at 298°K are
supplied.
The first card specifies the order of the polynomial
of the heat capacity and the number of data points. From
the second card on, the heat capacity data with the cor-
responding temperature in °K are specified. The last card
gives the temperature range over which the value of the
heat capacity should be calculated and PRINTED out, and
the heat of formation and entropy at 298°K which are
necessary in the evaluation of the constants.
Gas Phase Physical Properties; The gas phase physical
properties required for the solution of the equations of
change are the thermal conductivity and the viscocity. The
physical property equations are those presented by Sh rwood
and Reid (3).
The thermal conductivity of a pure gas is calculated
using the equation shown below:
k = 2.66 13xlO~5 (Mw.) (Cv. + 4.47) (C-8)
a2 nv
For an ideal gas the heat capacity at constant volume
is Cp. -R and the collision diameter, a , and collision
integral, f^, are tabulated for individual gas components
562
in Table C-2 and Table C-3 respectively. The thermal conduc-




The viscocity of a pure gas is given by a similar
equation :
V
 m (2.6693xl(T3) ' (H.. T)1/2 (C-10)9i .— *- *- Tl -
a2 Qv
The viscocity of the gas mixture is calculated by the
equation approximating the Chapman-Enskong Theory:
n n ,
£ P { 1+ 2 *.: ( n-t/Th)} (C-ll)




Thermophysical Properties of the Virgin Material and
Char; The thermophysical properties used were those
measured by Southern Research Institute (4) . Figure C-l
shows the thermal conductivity plot with temperature for
40% nylon, 25% phenolic resin and 35% phenolic microballoon
virgin composite. As is shown in the plot the thermal con-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is small. No further measurements were made beyond 800°F as
the degradation of the virgin material made the measurements
impractical. However, for the purpose of the computer
calculations these measurements were further extrapolated.
Figure C-2 shows the thermal conductivity for the low densi-
ty phenolic nylon char. The thermal conductivity data was
fitted empirically by Engelke, et. al. (4) and shown to be:
ke = 11.57 x 10~5 + 5.3 x 10~15 T3 (C-13)
for the temperature range between 800° and 5000°F. The
units of k are BTU-ft/sec/ft2/°F.
O
In figure C-3 the heat capacity plot for the virgin
material with temperature is shown. A least square fit of
this data was performed by Engelke et. al. (4) and was
shown to be:
C - 0.15 + 4.3 x 10-4.T-1114 T"2 (C-14)
PV
where T is the temperature in degrees Rankin.
The heat capacity data for the char was that of Wilson
(5) and is shown in Figure C-4.
Thermochemical Generation Program
Most of the thermodynamic data available today is
usually reported in Table form; be it free energy data,
enthalpy data, heat capacity data, entropy, etc. The major
sources of such thermodynamic data are reported at the end






thermodynamic data sources see reference (7).
The thermodynamic data required in the development of
both ablating analyses was voluminous. Therefore, to read-
in the data in tabular form was ruled out. This would have
implied more computer core, and tedious table look up
during the computation, which in itself consumes precious
computing time. The best alternative, therefore, was to
preprocess all the thermodynamic data and reduce them to
convenient polynomial forms.
The polynomial forms used for the heat capacity, en-
thalpy, entropy and free energy data were those published
by NASA (1). This format was selected for its convenience
and ease of programming. It constituted our initial data
base on which we built as our work progressed.
Unfortunately, none of the other major sources of
thermodynamic data had reduced them to the convenient poly-
nomial forms of NASA (1). And in these cases where they
<. •
did (2), the polynomial forms were incompatible with NASA's.
It was therfore necessary to develop a Thermochemical Gene-
ration Program (TGP) to develop a uniform data base.
The Thermochemical Generation Program (TGP) is a
double precision routine that requires heat capacity vs.
temperature data, heat of formation at 298°K, and the
standard molal entropy at 298°K. With this information
TGP proceeds to fit a fourth order polynomial to the heat
capacity data as shown in Equation C-l. Once, the five




















































































































to compute the constant £ using Equation (C-3) and the known
value of the heat of formation at 298°K. Finally, the
program calculates the constant g using Equation (C-5) and
the value for the entropy at 298°K. With these seven cons-
tants the free energy function could, therefore, be calcula-
ted with the use of Equation (C-7). A FORTRAN listing of
TGP is presented at the end of the chapter. It is identi-
fied by the symbol API44. This was done in honor of API
project 44, which was the first concerted effort to develop



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INPUT FORMAT FOR TCP
CARD It FORMAT (216) COLUMNS
NUMBER = Number of heat capacity
data points. 1-6
M » Order of polynomial fit. 7-12
CARD 2: FORMAT (2D10.1)
X(l) = Heat Capacity data
(cal/gm-mole-°K). 1-10
» Temperature (°K). 11-20
CARD 3: FORMAT (5E10.6, 6x, A4)
TINITL = Initial temperature of
fit. 1-10
TFINAL = Final temperature of fit 11-20
TINC - Increment at which data is
to be printed. 21-30
DELH = Heat of formation of the
species at 298°K. 31-40
S = Entropy at 298°K. 41-50
SNAME = Species name. 55-60
580
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This program was developed to study hundreds of
possible chemical reactions that could occur in the C-H-O-N
system. With this program we were able to determine if
reactions were important between the temperature range of
500°K to 3500°K.
The procedure was to use stochiometric amounts of
reactants and calculate the conversion at a given tempera-
ture through a char one quarter of an inch thick. This
procedure was repeated at higher temperatures and the be-
havior of the reaction was recorded for later analysis.
Those reactions for which the conversions at 3500°K were
less than 5 percent were eliminated. It was felt that since
the actual char would have an average temperature much less
than 3500°K, it was a conservative criteria to select the
reaction on this basis.
As it turned out many reactions which had a conversion
greater than 5 percent were later eliminated since many of
the reactants were present in trace amounts, and therefore,
even if their conversion at 3500°K was 100 percent, their
contribution to heat absorption was considered negligible.
These decisions were based on the composition of gases
entering the char. How these compositions were estimated
582
is explained in Appendix F.
It should be pointed out that the isothermal analysis
approach used in this research was different from that used
by April (1). April only considered the reactions to be
irreversible. In this research/ reverse reaction rate
constants were used. The reverse reaction rate constants
were computed from the known equilibrium constant calculated














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INPUT FORMAT FOR THE ISOTHERMAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
CARD 1; FORMAT (18A4) COLUMNS
EQN(I) = Alphameric Reaction Expression 1-72
CARD 2; FORMAT (6F4.0)
Rl = Stochiometric coefficient of
Reactant 1 1-4
R2 = Stochiometric Coefficient of
Reactant 2 5-8
R3 = Stochiometric Coefficient of
Reactant 3 9-12
PI = Stochiometric Coefficient of
Product 1 13-16
P2 = Stochiometric Coefficient of
Product 2 17-20
P3 = Stochiometric Coefficient of
Product 3 21-24
CARD 3: FORMAT (6F4.0)
R4 = Exponent of Reactant 1 1-4
R5 = Exponent of Reactant 2 5-8
R6 = Exponent of Reactant 3 9-12
P4 = Exponent of Product 1 13-16
P5 = Exponent of Product 2 17-20
P6 = Exponent of Product 3 21-24
CARD 4; FORMAT (6F5.0)
FWR1 «> Molecular Weight of Reactant 1 1-5
FWR2 = Molecular Weight of Reactant 2 6-10
FWR3 = Molecular Weight of Reactant 3 11-15
592
COLUMNS
FWP1 - Molecular Weight of Product 1 16-20
FWP2 • Molecular Weight of Product 2 21-25
FWP3 = Molecular Weight of Product 3 26-30
CARD 5; FORMAT (3E10.0)
XR1 - Mole Fraction of Reactant 1 1-10
XR2 « Mole Fraction of Reactant 2 11-20
XR3 - Mole Fraction of Reactant 3 21-30
CARD 6; FORMAT (E8.0, 2F6.0)
AF = Frequency Factor (cm3/gm-mole/sec) 1-8
SF = Exponent on Temperature 9-14
AEF » Activation Energy (Kcal/gm-mole) 15-20
CARD 7i FORMAT (IX, 2E 14.7)
Al = 1st Constant of Equilibrium
Constant 2-15
A2 = 2nd Constant of Equilibrium
Constant 16-29
CARD 7 read the constants for the equilibrium constant
fit of the form EXP(A1+A2/T).
CARD 8; FORMAT (3F10.1, 2010.4)
TINIT = Initial Temperature (°K) 1-10
TINC = Temperature Increment (°K) 11-20
TFINAL - Final Temperature (°K) 21-30
HI = Initial Step Size (FT) 31-40
HMIN - Minimum Step Size (FT) 41-50
APPENDIX E
A DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEMICAL
EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The chemical equilibrium analysis program is based on
the free energy minimization method that is described in
detail in Chapter IV. This analysis is a general method to
calculate the equilibrium composition of a multi-component,
polyphase system.
As input, the program requires that the user specify
the temperature, pressure and an estimate of the composition
of the chemical species of interest which are consistent
with the elemental composition. In its present form the
program reads in the thermodynamic data as seven constants
for a polynomial of the form of Equation (C-7). This me-
thod of reading the data into the program is compact and
flexible. A brief description of the program follows:
The Chemical Equilibrium Analysis Program
The Chemical Equilibrium Program consists of a MAIN
executive program and four subroutines. These subroutines
are THERMO, HOLD1, TRACE, and MATINV, and a description of
each is given in this section.
MAIN; This is the executive routine of the chemical
equilibrium program. This program generates the matrix
necessary to solve the set of algebraic equations.
593
594
These coefficients are calculated following the same
procedure described in Chapter IV. The coefficients are
those shown in Table 4-1. The MAIN program calls THERMO to
get the free energy function, and MATINV to invert the ma-
trix and calculate the Lagrange multipliers. These
multipliers are used to re-estimate the values of the com-
position of the gases for the next iteration as is shown in
Equation (4-32). It should be noted, however, that values
of Xj. are re-adjusted using the convergence procedure
described in Chapter IV. This is to avoid possible diver-
gence of the solution. It should be noted also that the
composition of the solid species are explicitly solved in
the matrix inversion subroutine and are also corrected by
the same technique.
THERMO; This subroutine provides the main program
with the values of the free energy function for each of the
species being calculated. In addition, the program calcu-
lates the heat of formation of each species along with the
sinsible enthalpy change per mole.
The THERMO subroutine uses a polynomial expression
similar to the one shown in Equation (C-7) of Appendix C
to calculate the free energy function. This polynomial
form is a very convenient and efficient way for repetitive
calculation. It is certainly more accurate and less time
consuming than a table look-up and requires less storage
than the table form.
595
MATINV; This subroutine is a standard method for
solving a set of linear equations by inverting a non-singu-
lar nxn matrix. The inversion is performed iteratively by
reducing the original matrix by a series of row operations.
The method is then repeated with the resulting identity
matrix. This subroutine is the same as used in the ABLATIN2
analysis that is described in Appendix A.
HOLD!; One of the major numerical drawbacks of the
free energy minimization technique is that its convergence
speed is reduced quite drastically by the presence of trace
species during the numerical calculations. These trace
_Q
species are those whose composition are less than 10 and
* i
therefore their contribution to the total free energy of
the system is computationally negligible.
This subroutine checks for the -presence of trace
species. This is done if the procedure has not converged
within a preset number of iterations. In our case, this
number is ten. After checking for trace species, the sub-
routine re-orders the species in descending order of
compositions and eliminates those less than 10~8. However,
the program holds the species in storage for a final check
at the end of the minimization procedure. This check is
performed by subroutine TRACE which is described below.
TRACE; If species have been eliminated during the
computational procedure, subroutine TRACE is called to
recompute their value at the end of the convergence
procedure. The technique used is thoroughly explained in
596
Chapter IV. The equation used to calculate the trace
species is Equation (4-46). A listing of the program
follows.
At the end of the Appendix/ an example illustrates how
to use the program. The example selected is for silicone





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF EACH ELEMENT. THIS IS THE
NT ON THE FREE ENERGY FOUATTON






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LATES THE FREE ENRGY FUNCION.THE HEAT OF





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS NOMENCLATURE
MAIN:
AA(I,J)t Formula number. Gives the gram atoms of
element J in Species I.
AI..,GI; These are the seven empirical constants for
the high temperature fit (1000°K-6000°K) for the free ener-
gy functions. The first five constants (AI through El) are
used for the heat capacity fit.
All...Gil; These are the seven empirical constants for
the low temperature fit (300°K-1000°K) for the free energy
function.
All...A66: These are the six empirical constants for
the Enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (300°K-1000°K).
B(J,1) ; Is the vector formed from the right hand side
of Equations in Table 4-1.
BB(J); Gram atoms of the constituent element J.
BETA; Criteria for convergence. It varies if conver-
gence has not been achieved after 100 iterations.
C(I): Defined by Equation (4-12).
CRIT: Initial criteria for convergence.
PELT(I); Difference between the values of Y(I) and the
calculated value of X(I) (gram/moles).
DFDLt Is the gradient dF/dX defined by Equation (4-41) .
DEBAR: Is the sum of DELT(I) (gram/moles).
ENT(I); Is the heat of formation of species I,
(calories/gram-mole).
634
ENT1(I); The enthalpy of each species I, (calories/
gram-mole).
ENTGAS: The total enthalpy of the gas mixture,
(calories/gram-mole).
ENTRPY; The total entropy of the gas mixture,
(calories/gram-mole °K).
FY(I); Defined by Equation (4-11).
FORT (I) ; Is F°/RT.
FSUM(I); Is the sum of the first two terms of the
right hand side of Equation (4-32).
GSUM2; Is the total free energy of the system at
equilibrium, (calories/gram-mole).
H: This variable is used for restricted equilibrium,
and is the heat balance constraint (cal/gram-mole of po-
lymer) .
ICODE(I); is a code used to identify whether a specie
is a gas or a solid. If ICODE is zero, the species is a
gas. If ICODE is one, the species is a solid.
IPUNCH; If IPUNCH is one, punch output. Otherwise,
IPUNCH is zero.
JCODE; Is a code used to identify whether the re-
ference state of the constituent elements are in the gas or
in the solid state.
KOUT: When KOUT is zero, trace species computations
are bypassed. When KOUT is one, trace species are computed
after convergence to equilibrium has been achieved.
KCODE; When the system is an all gas system KCODE is
635
is zero. When there is a solid/ KCODE is one. This is
used to adjust the size of the matrix that needs to be in-
verted.
MM; Is the number of elements.
MAXNT; Number of iterations after which the criteria
for convergence GRIT is adjusted.
MLFRC(I); Mole fraction of species I in the mixture.
NA; Is the size of the R matrix.
NC: Number of gas species read in.
NN; Number of gas species remaining after trace
species are eliminated.
NQ; Is the total number of gas and solid species
after trace species are eliminated.
NS; Is the total number of gas and solid species read
in.
NT; Total number of iterations.
NFREQ; Number of iterations after which the system is
checked for trace species.
P_; Pressure of the system in atmosphere.
PI; The Lagrange Multipliers.
R; Is the matrix formed from the coefficients of the
Equations in Table 4-1.
S(I); Entropy of species I.
SI...56; These are the six empirical constants for
the enthalpy fit of the constituent elements (1000°K-
6000°K).
SPECIE(I); Specie identification number.
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T: Temperature in °K.
TLOW(I); Maximum temperature of low temperature fit
for species I.
X(I); Calculated value of the moles of species I.
XMW(I); Molecular weight of species I.
Y(I); Moles of Y(I) guessed; or improved values of
Y(I), based on the calculated values of X(I).
THERMO; Only those variables not previously defined
will be mentioned in this section. This subroutine calcu-
lates the thermodynamic properties of the gas-solid system.
ENT1(I): Enthalpy of species I. (Calories/gram-mole)
CPDT1(J); Sensible enthalpy gain by the constituent
elements. (Calories/gram-mole).
HOLD1: This subroutine stores the variables of the
trace species in temporary location.
IICODE(I); Temporary location of ICODE(I).
XAA(I,J); Temporary storage for AA(I,J).
XAI...XGI; Temporary storage location for AI...GI.
XC(I)i Temporary storage location for C(I).
XXMW(I); Temporary storage location for XMW(I).
XFORT(I); Temporary location for FORT(I).
XPCIEl(I); Temporary storage location for SPCIEl(I).
TRACE; This subroutine computes the value of the trace
species once convergence to the minimum free energy has
been achieved.




INPUT FORMAT FOR THE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM
This program calculates the equilibrium composition of
any system at specified temperatures and pressures. Multi-
ple cases can be run with the same data base by specifying
the initial temperature at which equilibrium composition is
desired, the temperature increment and the final temperature,
CARD 1; FORMAT (5F10.4,3I6) COLUMNS;
XT » Initial Temperature (°K). 1-10
TMAX - Final Temperature (°K). 11-20
TINC = Temperature Increment (°K) 21-30
GRIT » Convergence Tolerance (0.001
moles is recommended). 31-40
TZERO - Reference Temperature (298.16°K) 41-50
NC = Number of Gas Components 51-56
MM = Number of Elements 57-62
NNS = Number of Solid Species 63-68
CARD 2; FORMAT (16, F10.5, 13)
IHCODE - 1 (Restrictive Equilibrium Option)
otherwise, leave blank. 6
H = Enthalpy for Restrictive Equili-
brium Option. 7-16
IPUNCH = 1)Punch Mole Fraction and
species name, otherwise,
leave blank. 19
CARD 3; Reads the empirical constants for the heat ca-
pacity of the reference elements for the temperature range
639
1000°K to 6000°K. These are stored in the constants SI
through S6. If the reference element is a solid, JCODE
should be set to one. CARD 3 is read MM number of times.





Empirical constants for the
heat capacity of the refe-
( rence elements for the
S5 ( J) » | temperature range 1000°K
S6(J) = J to 6000°K.
JCODE (J) => Zero if reference element is
a gas, one if it is a solid
or a liquid.





Empirical constants for the





rence elements for the
















CARD 4, as with CARD 3, is read in MM number of times
CARD 5: FORMAT (10x, 3E10 . 4 , 2x, 2A3, 14)
TLOW(I) = Maximum temperature of low tem-
perature fit (usually 1000°K) 11-20
YMW(I) = Molecular weight of species 21-30
640
BKD
Y(I) = Mole fraction of species
SPCIEl(I) = Alphameric representation
SPCIE2(I) = of chemical species
ICODE(I) = Zero for a gas, one for a
solid or liquid species*
CARD 6; FORMAT (7E10.4)
Empirical constants for the
free energy fit of the che-
mical species for the
temperature range of 1000°K
to 6000°K.
CARD 7; FORMAT (7E10.4)
All(I) - J
BII(I) = / Empirical constants for the
CII(I) =( free energy fit of the che-





temperature range of 298 K to
1000 °K.
7
































CARDS 5, 6, 7 and 8 are read.
CARD 9; FORMAT (2F14.8)
RR = 1.98726 1-14
P = Pressure in atmospheres. 15-28
CARD 10; FORMAT (16)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Estimating the Pyrolysis Composition for a 40 Percent by
Weight Nylonf 60 Percent by Weight Phenolic Resin
The most direct method of determining the products of
degradation is the analysis by pyrolysis gas chromatogra-
phy. This has been done by Sykes (1, 2) in which the hot
degradation products were injected directly into the gas
chromatograph. However, even with this procedure certain
amount of condensation of heavy molecular weight species
occur which remain unidentified and a possible source of
error. The method has, however, reduced the total amount
of unidentified material. Sykes has reported typical pyro-
lysis gas compositions for eighty-three percent of the
total decomposition products evolved during the thermal
degradation of nylon-phenolic resin composites (1, 2). The
remaining seventeen percent was reported as an unidentified
dark, tarry substance. This data is presented in Table F-l,
The data of Friedman (5) for phenolic resin is presented in
Table P-2 and there are fifteen percent unidentified mate-
rials. In addition, the data of Friedman (5) for nylon
phenolic resin is presented in Table F-3. April (3) estima-
ted a pyrolysis gas composition for his experimental work,
647
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TABLE F-l: Pyrolysis product composition resulting
from the degradation of a 40 percent
nylon, 60 percent by weight phenolic


































TABLE F-3: Pyrolysis product composition resulting
from the degradation of nylon phenolic






















TABLE F-2 Pyrolysis product composition resulting
from the degradation of phenolic resin,


























based on a comparison of the experimental and calculated
heat of pyrolysis. His approach was, knowing the heat of
»
pyrolysis, or heat of degradation, the heat of formation
of these species and the reported analytically determined
composition, estimate a new composition in such a way that
the experimental and calculated values of the heat of
pyrolysis agree within a few percent. His results are
shown in Table F-4.
Since the compositions reported by Sykes (1, 2) and
Friedman (5) have unidentified products and since the
composition of April (3) does not agree with the elemental
balance, a new composition based on the elemental balance
constraints was arrived at in this research. The elemental
composition for a 40 percent nylon, 60 percent by weight
phenolic resin is shown in Table F-5. It is shown that for
every 100 grams of polymer there are 73.80 grams of carbon,
7.36 grams of hydrogen, 3.95 grams of nytrogen and 14.89
grams of oxygen. The procedure is then to distribute the
gram of these elements to each of the identified species in
such a way that the elemental balance requirements are
satisfied. A more detailed presentation is given by
Hacker, et. al. (6) .
Distribution of Oxygen Element
To accomplish the distribution of the oxygen element,
an initial estimate based on the data of Table F-2 through
Table F-4 is used. Table F-6 shows the initial estimate
652













TABLE F-5; Elemental composition of a 40 percent nylon,



















TABLE F-6: Initial and final estimates of the composi>
tion of the oxygen containing species.
INITIAL ESTIMATE FINAL ESTIMATE
Phenol 25 23.13
Water 7.5 7.20
Carbon Dioxide 5 4.61
Carbon Monoxide 5 4.66
655
and the adjusted final estimate which satisfies the
elemental balance on oxygen. The dimethyl phenol, and
trimethyl phenol were lumped into phenol for lack of
thermodynamic data on these species. The total number of
grams distributed among these species is 14.89.
Distribution of Hydrogen
The number of grams of hydrogen to be distributed
among the hydrogen containing species is 7.36. However,
only 4.80 grams are available since 2.86 grams were
already distributed in phenol and water. The results of
this distribution is shown in Table F-7.
Distribution of Nitrogen
The only nitrogen containing species is Nitrogen (N2>
and the grams are 3.95 as shown in Table F-5.
Distribution of Carbon
The total grams of carbon available is 73.80. Of these,
34.50 have been distributed among some of the oxygen and
hydrogen containing species, which are also carbon contain-
ing species. Hence, this leaves 39.30 grams of carbon
which are to be assigned to the carbon species. The
composition of all the species is presented in Table F-8.
656
TABLE F-7: Initial and final estimate of the composition
of the hydrogen containing species.




























Estimate of the representative composition of
the pyro lysis products for a 40 percent nylon,
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In Chapter IV the equations for the chemical equili-
brium analysis were developed. The analysis developed in
Chapter IV consists of finding the equilibrium composition
of a multicomponent, polyphase system by minimizing the
free energy.
In reference (1) a method developed by del Valle and
Pike was proposed whereby a restricted equilibrium state is
defined. This equilibrium state is defined by adding to the
free energy minimization algorithm an additional constraint;
this constraint is in the nature of an energy balance
constraint.
This constraint adds one extra equation to the free
energy minimization technique. This technique was implemen-
ted at the suggestion of Swann from NASA (2). The reason for
his suggestion was that at low temperatures the equilibrium
composition of the degradation products of nylon-phenolic
resins are not in agreement with experimentally determined
values. In trying to improve the agreement the approach
briefly described in this appendix was proposed. Therefore,
it was developed for heuristic reasons and not for its
theoretical value.
Heat Balance Constraint
The heat of pyrolysis of a degrading plastic can be
659
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computed using the following equation (3):
T
« fI (x AHf i + (
i-1 P,i f/1
Jo




I {XT. 4 AH* < + ( x Cp/j dT} (G-l)
2~98°K
where the subscript p and r denote products and reactants
respectively, q the total number of species present in the
pyrolysis products and 1 the total number of components
in the ablative composite. For nylon-phenolic resin com-
posites, the temperature, T , where the degradation starts,
is approximately 300°C, and the final temperature is
approximately 1000°C. Pyrolysis products are generated
over this temperature range and T is the appropriate
average temperature which gives the correct energy
associated with the pyrolysis products. It was determined
to be 700°C as a weighted average based on the mass loss
rate (3). Rearranging Equation G-l gives,
1 Tr




 {jP,i AHJ,i + J *p,i CPfi dT} <Gr2)
298°K
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The left hand side of Equation (G-2) is known from
experimentally determined values. Lets define b . . as
the left hand side, and let's drop the subscript p on the
X's since we are going to deal only with the products.
T




Notice that the X. *s are unknown. However, the right
hand side of the equation which is unknown must satisfy
the left hand side which is known. Equation (G-3) can be
expanded to the form below:
T
f K C . dT}i P»i
298°K
298°K
Note that Equation (G-4) has been written in the same
form as the material balance expression shown in Equation
(4-1). This simplified considerably the final form of the
equations to be solved.
In addition, define H^ as:
T
Hi= *Hf,i + JP .W dT
298°K
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This is done to avoid carrying the integral term in







Lagrange Multiplier Formulation and Minimization
To form the augmented function/ the additional cons
traint, Equation (G-5) is added to Equation (4-25) and
this results:
m 1
G(X) - Q(X) + E f (b. - I a^ x.,) +
«l J J i»l 13 x
Following a similar procedure to that developed in
Chapter IV the resulting set of equations to be solved is
as follows:
m 1 n
a. f(Y)r-;v U. + biu H- I a^x. = bk+ E .
l 3K 3 K i=n-H i3 i K i=l ik
k=l...m (G-7)
m 1 n
I r 1. + b'u + Z a , .x . - b + E a-kj=1 3k 3 k i=n+1 ij i k is=1 IK
k = m+1 (G-8)
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m+1 n
S b.fl . - Z f (Y) (G-9)
It should be noted that Equations (G-7) and (G-8) have
the same form. However, they are shown to emphasize the
difference between the a. 's. The a., 's for k<m are the
formula numbers as defined in Chapter IV. But a
Comparison of Results Among Equilibrium , Restricted
Equilibrium Analysis and Experimental Results" ~~
The chemical composition of the pyrolysis products
resulting from the degradation of a 40 percent nylon/ 60
percent phenolic resin ablative composite and computed by
a restricted equilibrium analysis is presented in this
section. The computations have been done for two decom-
position temperatures because of the uncertainty involved
in the properties to calculate the average temperatures.
In addition two different energy constraints were used
because of uncertainties in the heat of pyrolysis. The
assumed average temperatures were 600° and 700°C and the
energy constraints were -17,000 and -29,000 calories/gram-
mole of polymer which correspond to -228 and -390 BTU/lb of
composite. The results are presented in Table G-l and
Table G-2.
In Table G-l a comparison of restrictive equilibrium









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































energy constraints (H = -17/000 and -29,000 cal/mole of
polymer) at a temperature of 700°C. The results show an
order of magnitude agreement with the low molecular weight
species identified by Sykes (4, 5). These are methane,
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water and ammo-
nia. The agreement with the high molecular weight species,
phenol, toluene, benzine, etc., was rather poor. The
change in the energy constraint, H, from -17,000 to -"29,000
cal/mole of polymer has different and opposite effects in
»
several of the species. For example, an increase in the
value of H had the effect of decreasing the amount of
hydrogen, carbon and carbon monoxide, while increasing the
concentrations of carbon dioxide and water. It should be
noted that the mass fraction of unidentified species plus
that of carbon makes up 0.521 of the total mass fraction
of the experimental composition, while the restricted equi-
librium predicts a mass fraction of 0.634 carbon. It
should be further noticed that the mass of nitrogen makes
up about four percent of the mixture. No nitrogen was
reported in the experimental results (4, 5).
In Table G-2 a similar comparison is made, but the
\
decomposition zone temperature is taken to be 600°C. Again
an order of magnitude agreement is observed among the
composition of the lower molecular weight species. Changing












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In general, restricted equilibrium provided an order
of magnitude agreement for the composition of low molecular
weight compound. It failed to give any agreement with the
higher molecular weight component.
In table G-3 a comparison of restricted equilibrium
with the general equilibrium analysis is given. It is
shown that the compositions are within an order of magni-
tude of each other. The only mass fraction that is the
same is that of nitrogen, since it is practically an inert,
and that of carbon which agrees within one percent.
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TABLE G-3: Comparison of -Restricted Equilibrium Analysis
With the General Equilibrium Analysis for a
40% Nylon, 60% Phenolic Resin Composite at
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APPENDIX H
EQUILIBRIUM CONVERSIONS OF CARBON-HYDROGENr-
OXYGEN-NITROGEN REACTIONS
This appendix presents the equilibrium conversions at
temperatures between 500°K and 3000°K for 100 chemical reac-
tions in the C-H-O-N system.
The results presented in this appendix vrere used as a
tool to help select the reactions of importance for the
kinetics model. This is by no means an exhaustive search
but it is indeed an extensive one.
Sources of these reactions were too many and varied to
list them all. However, there were several sources that
were extensive surveys of chemical reactions. One was a
very specialized survey done by Pike (1) covering possible
reactions resulting from the decomposition product of
charring ablators. Another was an extensive Bibliography
by Hockstein (2), and finally the work of Bahn (3). Bahn
had a massive compendium of several hundred chemical reac-
tions in the C-O-N system. Many of Bahn reactions were not
analyzed because of the lack of available thermodynamic data.
The C-H-O-N system was divided into eight categories.
These are carbon-hydrogen, carbon-oxygen, nitrogen-oxygen,
hydrogen-oxygen, carbon-hydrogen<-oxygen, carbon-hydrogen-
nitrogen, hydrogen-nitrogen-oxygen and carbon^-nitrogen-
oxygen reactions.
A total of 47 reactions for the carbon-hydrogen reac-
670
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tions are presented in Table H-l with hydrocarbon reactions
with up to four carbon atoms. Benzene and phenol reactions
were not considered because the reactions for these compo^
nents had already been selected and the kinetic data availa-
ble was rather minimal.
Table H-2 presents seven carbon-oxygen reactions.
Table Hr3 lists 18 reactions in the nitrogen-oxygen system,
except the last reaction in the table which is nitrogen
dissociation. As can be seen, ^  is a pretty stable compo-
nent even at the very high temperature of 3000 K. The same
can be said about the dissociation of CO (reaction 5 in
Table H-2).
Table H-4 is a compendium of 11 hydrogen-oxygen reac-
tions. In contrast to the reactions of Tables H~l through
H-3, every reaction in this table has an equilibrium
conversion greater than zero at 3000 K. It is interesting
to note that reactions 1 and 3 have practically the same
equilibrium conversion, at leat to the number of significant
digits shown; reaction 4 shows a very similar equilibrium
conversion behavior as Equations 1 and 3. Reactions 9, 10,
and 11 show the dissociation of hydroxyl radical, hydrogen
and oxygen molecules respectively. As can be seen from the
tabulation of the equilibrium conversion, there is no
significant dissociation of these components until they
reach a temperature of 3000 K.
Table H-5 lists 10 carbon-hydrogen-pxygen reactions.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































reactions show a measurable degree of conversion.
Table H-6, the last table of this appendix, is a com-
pendium of carbon-hydrogen-oxygen, hydrogen-nitrogen-oxygen
and carbon-nitrogen-oxygen reactions. A total of 8 reactions
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